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Dry spell dooms Hawks vs. Cleveland

By Ken Sugiura 

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

11:21 p.m. Tuesday, December 29, 2009

The Hawks called it a statement game.

Perhaps the best thing the Hawks can say about their 95-84 loss to Cleveland on Tuesday is that they'll get

a chance to try again Wednesday.

"Offensively, we were our own worst nightmare tonight," coach Mike Woodson said. "We didn't handle the

pressure in terms of being able to execute. We haven't been like this from an offensive standpoint."

Given an opportunity to measure themselves against the NBA's elite, the Hawks buckled. They went

scoreless for more than nine minutes in a game-deciding stretch in the third and fourth quarters.

"I don't know how to even begin to explain it," Woodson said. "We threw the ball all over the place."

The Hawks dropped their third game of the season at Philips Arena and fell to 21-9 overall. They are a

game behind Orlando in the Southeast Division. Cleveland is 25-8 and 13-6 on the road. The teams play

again Wednesday night in Cleveland.

Said Cleveland forward LeBron James: "You can tell the Hawks really wanted this game."

The Hawks were on their game on defense, holding James to 14 points and forcing 18 Cleveland

turnovers. That enabled them to stay close to the Cavaliers, and they drew to within 75-74 with 32.1

seconds left in the third quarter on a Zaza Pachulia fast-break dunk.

Pachulia blocked a shot to get the ball back on the next possession, and it seemed momentum was shifting.

Instead, the Hawks entered a bizarre nine-minute stretch in which the team that entered the game among

the best in the league at making baskets and holding onto the ball missed 11 consecutive shots, didn't get

a single offensive rebound and turned the ball over six times.

By the time forward Josh Smith scored on a dunk with 3:12 left in the fourth quarter, the Hawks had gone

9:20 without scoring, the Cavaliers led 85-76. The Hawks' balloon of anticipation was completely deflated.

The drought extended in a number of ways. Swingman Mo Evans' shot was blocked on a fast-break

attempt. Guard Jamal Crawford was called for traveling while going to the basket, after which James, of all

people, explained to Crawford why it was a travel.

Guards Joe Johnson and Crawford, who both shoot better than 84 percent from the line, missed a

combined three free throws.
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"I don't think panic set in," Crawford said. "We just knew that every time down was more pressure to score."

Woodson made matters worse by baiting referee Leroy Richardson into calling a technical on him for

arguing a "clear path" foul called on Smith, which turned a 77-74 lead into an 80-74 advantage.

Everything in the Hawks' favor Tuesday -- an off-night for James (6-for-20 shooting with four turnovers, the

largest regular-season crowd in Philips Arena history, another solid performance from Crawford (game-

high 26 points) and a strong defensive effort by the Hawks -- went for naught.

A split with Cleveland would be a worthy achievement, but it will have to come the hard way now. The

Cavaliers are almost invincible at home, where they are 51-4 since the start of last season.

Said center Al Horford: "I know they're going to be ready at home, but we're looking forward to it."
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